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The wild llama has proven capable of adapting its diet to constantly changing 
environments and climates. Accordingly it has become the widest ranging wild 
ungulate in South America. In particular the wild llama has adapted to dry 
environments and their fragile ecosystems. Part of that accommodation to the 
harsh and unforgiving Argentine Patagonia has caused the llama to adapt its fibre 
type and coverage for the extreme heat of summer months and the need to manage 
and closely  control water economy.

Llamas sweat rather than pant. While panting is  efficient and the most common 
means of evaporative heat loss in animals,  it is not the answer for llamas which 
have a dense fibre pelage and also a respiratory system needing to allow maximum 
gaseous exchange during sustained exercise such as avoiding a predator. Llamas, as
with horses and donkeys respond to heat stress and infused adrenaline with a 
continuous output of sweat.



Llamas have a double coat of fibre. The long coarse outer coat, called guard hair, 
represents 8-14% of the llamas total fibre. The inner fibre is much more dense,  is 
very fine and shorter. This fibre combination is capable of protecting the llama from 
extreme cold and heat, but also humidity, rain, hail, snow and wind. Studies have 
shown that the main stimuli for activation of llama sweat glands are ambient 
temperatures from 20 C to 33 C.  The greatest concentration of sweat glands are 
located in the axillary and flank regions, and to a somewhat lessor extent in the 
lower shoulder and forehead areas. These are also the areas where the llama has 
very short, sparse pelage.  The evaporative cooling taking place in these key areas 
acts as the llama’s radiator. Passive transfer of water vapour in areas of dense fibre 
cover is negligable. The following photos show the llama’s axillary, flank and lower 
shoulder heat transfer areas and we can readily observe how the sparse pelage in 
these areas will compliment this.



But this in built heat transfer mechanism only succeeds because the wild llama and 
its immediate domestic counterpart, the ccara,  has sparse fibre in those key areas. 
Where breeders have selected llamas with a denser and thicker pelage coverage, 
they will find that sweat production does not translate into effective heat loss as 
there may be little evaporative cooling. These llamas will require to be sheared  and 
also have fibre growth in these key heat exchange areas trimmed regularly.

Sweat production does not correspond directly to relative humidity as it does to 
ambient temperature.

Sweat gland distribution and quantity does not vary between males and females.



Llamas do not gape at high temperatures, they increase breathing rate only in 
response to exercise.

MALE FEMALE RELATIONSHIPS 

I have found this area of study to reveal a fascinating aspect of the llama.

These studies have of course taken place through observation of “family groups” 
and are usually expressed as a comparison with similar “family groups” of vicuna. 
The family territories, as established by by the dominant male, are similar, except 
that the vicuna is more comfortable at higher elevations and always in closer 
proximity to abundant water supplies.

The status of the dominant vicuna and guanaco males is similar in regard to the 
defense of their  territory (as set out by a careful placement of dung heaps).   
Response to the approach of other males is always immediate and with intention, 
they are simply not welcome.

But there are some surprising differences. First of all, the llama male will usually 
allow stray females to enter his area, to be dealt with by his girls. They in turn will 
seemingly make their assessment as to her being accepted or not, in which case she 
will be obliged to leave. The male will be on hand to support his girls, if required! 
The vicuna male, on the other hand, will himself decide the fate of a stray female 
and either allow her to enter or forcibly have her move on. In both cases the male’s 
determination appears to be motivated by an assessment of available food, but the 
llama females have the last say.

When male youngsters approach 10 months of age, both guanaco and vicuna males 
will physically force them away from and out of the herd. As we might expect, this is
a stressful time for all concerned. The guanaco male will be unrelenting however, 
the young male will be physically moved away and the mother , if necessary will be 
physically obliged to let him go. The same scenario will be acted out in the vicuna  
family unit , except that the vicuna male will be much more heavy handed towards 
both the youngster and the mother . 

And then a month or so later, just prior to new births, the female crias will be forced
from the herd. And here is where it seems to get interesting, because the young 
ladies will tend to meander on the outskirts of the territory and then be permitted 
by the guanaco male to re enter the family group once the new births have taken 
place. Sadly it all seems to fall apart again and at approximately age 15 months the 
young girls are once again expelled from the herd, this time not to return.

But there are no return opportunities in the vicuna herd and the male aggressively 
and physically will strictly suppress any suggestions of disagreement from family 
members.



Additionally there are many recorded viewings of females leaving a family unit for 
up to several months and then walking back in as if nothing had happened. Llama 
males tend to be much more tolerant of the wishes of the ladies and content to 
conserve his energy for marauding bands of males who may seek to harass his girls.

Interestingly enough, because llamas are not dimorphic, a macho (herd sire) will 
take deliberate interest in the approach of a solitary guanaco, being unable to 
determine if it is a male or female at a distance. As it gets closer, its body language 
will become more definite and the herd will then react accordingly. A solitary male 
seeking to steal a couple of females from the herd or alternatively prepared to battle
the macho for the whole bunch will express his intentions through body language. A
solitary female approaching a herd would express submissive body language.



Once a battle between males has begun, the girls will become very attentive 
spectators. Frequently the fight is over in a few short minutes after the incumbent 
establishes his willingness to fight to the end. Occasionally however the challenger 
may have a similar disposition and the battle can endure several hours. In some 
cases both combatants  are damaged to the extent that neither is able to assume 
responsibility for the harem. 
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